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CROSSING OF DROSOPHILAS WITH DIFFERENT EYE COLOUR 
Drosophila melanogaster: male and female with different eye colour 
Crossing of drosophila with red eyes (original wild form) with mutant with white eyes. The 

experiment will be done in groups:  

  
1. LESSON: BEGINNING OF THE EXPERIMENT 

Tools:  
 Erlenmeyer flask with fresh medium 
 Two tubes with drosophila of different sex (two possible 

crossing of drosophila in tubes) 
 
 Check if sex and eye colour of fruit fly correspond to information on tubes. Write under 

pictures symbols for sex and eye colour of drosophila. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Carefully transfer drosophila (males and females) into the Erlenmeyer flask. Close the 

flask with cotton and mark  

 

 

 

 

1. How long last the life cycle of Drosophila melanogaster in optimal laboratory condition? 

…………………days. 

2. Does drosophila belong to holometabola or hemimetabola? Write down the stages of 

drosophila life cycle in the right order.  

 

 

3. Write at least three different names used for Drosophila melanogaster. 

1/X 

GENETIC EXPERIMENT: Crossing of Drosophila melanogaster 
Name: 

Group: 

…………………… …………………… 

…………………… …………………… 

Example:  
Day and time of the lesson (e.g. Mo 7-8:45 etc.) 
Group (FVL 1 etc.)  
Working group (number, picture….) 
Sex and eye colour of crossing drosophila (………….. × ………….. ) 
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2. LESSON: REMOVING OF ADULT DROSOPHILA FROM THE FLASK 

The aim is to remove adults from the flask not to mix them with the offspring. 

 Drop ether (about four drops) on the cotton placed at the 

cover of the bottle and close the bottle (bottle inside will 

fill with ether). Then open the bottle and remove fruit fly 

(only adults!) from the flask and close the bottle.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

  

 

 Remove narcotized adults from the bottle to the tube and cover it with cotton  

 

 

1. Complete the karyotype of Drosophila melanogaster: 2n = …………… 

2. Complete drawing - shape and striation of the abdomen according gender  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Who did first use drosophila as the genetic model?  

4. Write 5 reason why it is convenient to use drosophila as the genetic model 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

2/X 

ether 
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3. LESSON: EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENENTAL RESULTS 

Use ether to narcotize fruit flies (offspring of crossing) by the same as in 2. practical. 

 Sort drosophila according to sex and eye colour. Write numbers under picture.   
 
 
 

 

Conclusion: Deduce if eye colour in offspring inherited according to our expectation? If not, 

explain the reason or mistakes.  

 

 

1. Answer the questions and complete alleles in P and F1 generation. Complete also the 

eye colour of the offspring. 

a) How does F1 generation look like if in P generation, dominant allele is on X chromosome 

in female? Complete alleles on chromosomes. 

P: X X × X Y  
F1: X X, X Y Eye colour of offspring: 

b) How does F1 generation look like if in P generation, dominant allele is on X chromosome 

in male? ………………………………………………………………………… 

P: X X × X Y  
F1: X X , X Y Eye colour of offspring 

2. Choose right answers: Eye colour of fruit fly is the trait belonging to sex-limited 
inheritance/sex-linked/sex-influenced/sex controlled. Genes are located on 
autosomes/gonosomes, on heterologous part of Y/heterologous part of X/homologous part 
of X. 

3. Complete sentence: Dominant eye colour is …………………….., allele for this colour is 
marked ………………. . Recesive eye colour is …………………….., allele is marked ………………. 

4. Threre are many mutations in drosophila. Match their phenotype to some of them. 
What mutations are on the picture? 
eyeless white eyes 
yellow rudimental wings 
ebony yellow body colour 
curly black body colour 
white reduced eyes 
vestigial wings curled up 
 

3/X 

………………………                    ……………………… ……………………… ……………………… 


